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So, you want to form a comedy group. We are always looking for new shows to highlight at the
Comedy Spot. Having your own show is awesome and wicked fun! Having your own show also
comes with a lot of responsibility. The purpose of this document is to guide you as you create
your comedy group, and to support you while you perform at the Comedy Spot.

GETTING STARTED

Okay, let’s do this! Here are some things you might want to consider as you start to form your
new improv group, sketch team, or comedy show.

Voice
Your show should have a distinct voice and focus that is different from other shows at the
Comedy Spot. Your voice, a special quality or feature which makes it easily recognizable,
should come from the group and be a product of the relationship and interests you share. You
should be able to easily describe or “sell” your show in one sentence. Example: YOU! The
Musical is a completely improvised musical inspired by the audience suggestion of a title.

Casting
Find a friend and create a show. Have preliminary discussions about what type of show you
want to produce and how many people you will need. Then, start to invite performers you think
will have the skills to support the show.

Cast performers that believe in the product, are dedicated to its success, are qualified, and are
truly available to put in the time to meet the expectations of the group. The Comedy Spot
created the Helix program and puts a lot of resources into training those teams to help
performers develop their skills. If you are looking for new cast members, this is a great resource.
Helix team members are the most trained performers at the Comedy Spot and have experience
being in shows. We also have a ton of talented sketch and character performers. You could
have an improv or sketch audition to find new talent.

Aim to cast performers who represent a diverse cross-section of people with different
backgrounds and stories- your group will be stronger.

If you are casting an improv show, below are skills and elements that create the “perfect
improviser.”  None of us can be perfect in all of these skills. But we should strive to be the best



we can. Try to find cast members that exhibit or are constantly working on these skills and
elements:

● Basic skills, including eye contact, voice projection, listening, agreement, and editing
● States or finds/labels a pattern at the beginning of a scene
● Heightens a pattern to crazy town
● Able to play unusual characters as well as supportive grounded characters
● Can initiate patterns and create scenes that the audience connects with; simple, fun

patterns (Is the audience laughing?)
● Shows the pattern instead of talking about it
● Is dynamic and interesting to watch on stage; engages the audience
● Plays a range of characters and has good acting skills
● Is physical, uses the environment of the scene, and creatively uses the space provided

for a performance
● Knows their personal comfort “go tos” that they use as a crutch, and tries to avoid them
● Supports scene partners and teammates; is positive and supportive
● Has a unique background, experiences, and voice
● Plays selfless in the interest of the show

You should also be looking for performers who act professionally and are supportive members
of the Comedy Spot community.

● Is on time
● Acts appropriately on stage and off
● Is an performer that other performers like working with
● Takes notes and ask questions about their performance so they can improve
● Sees other shows at the Comedy Spot and supports the community

Invite guests to perform with your team. It helps the Comedy Spot create more stage
opportunities and helps guest performers develop their skills. Guest performers also bring new
life and energy to your show, and give you an idea of who to add in the future if a core cast
member leaves. If you are reading this and want to perform on an established show, make that
known to the producer of the show. Be vocal. Take your shot. Make your own opportunities.

Overview
When you think you have an idea for the voice and form of your show, create an overview that
you can refer to and update as the show evolves. There are several overviews that
management can share with you for shows, like Camp Comedy Spot, YOU! The Musical, ACL,
and Final Countdown. Your overview can include the following:

● Description of the show
● The show form or structure
● Voice
● How many cast members are required
● Length of the show
● What your intro should include
● Description of different show elements
● Tech Requirements
● Important tips, notes, guidelines, and lessons learned



● Group expectations
● Group roles
● Rehearsal schedule and expectations
● Rehearsal and writing exercises
● Warm-ups
● History of the Team

GROUP EXPECTATIONS

Being a cast member in a show comes with other responsibilities besides just performing. All
cast members should help promote, attend rehearsals, and fulfill other duties to help with the
success of the show. Simply being available to perform does not contribute to the overall
success of the group. Your group should have a discussion early on establishing what is
expected of each cast member. Here are some questions that may be helpful in establishing
those expectations:

● How many rehearsals will we need between shows to be successful?
● How many hours will I need to set aside for fulfilling other responsibilities of being on the

team?
● When should we have post-show discussions, and for how long?
● What else is expected of me? For example: Should we attend other shows at the

Comedy Spot? Should we have monthly meetings? Should we plan on producing
workshops? Do we want to attend festivals outside of Sacramento?

● Overall, how many total hours per week or month will I need to set aside for the group?

Onboarding
Before bringing on a new cast member, they should be made aware of time commitments and
expectations before being officially cast. Create a list of things to cover with new cast members
or guest performers. These may include:

● Sharing your show’s overview
● Announcing the new or guest performer on social media
● Sharing your rehearsal schedule
● Discussing dress code, helpful tips, and guidelines
● Adding them to your communication platforms. (Email, text group, FB Message thread)
● Having a meeting to welcome the performer and discuss cast member roles, leadership,

your form, introduce the other cast members, and answer any questions.

Tough Conversations
Most comedy groups are formed when friends with overlapping interests decide to form a team.
As the group evolves and grows, a cast member may not be meeting the expectations of the
team. Oftentimes, a cast member that was previously dedicated to the team might have a new
job, start a family, and/or have additional responsibilities, and can’t dedicate as much time to the
team. It’s difficult to have tough conversations about expectations with your friends, but one of
your cast members has to be in charge of initiating those discussions.

A cast member might raise concerns about another cast member's commitment to the team in a
private conversation or group meeting. Those concerns should be discussed and brought to the



individual as soon as possible. The leader of the team, or a designee, should have a
one-on-one conversion with the individual. Don’t avoid tough conversations. They only get
tougher the longer you wait.

If those concerns continue to arise after you initially speak to the individual, then the team
leader, or designee, should make it clear to the individual what the group’s expectations are,
how they need to improve, a timeline to correct the behavior, and the consequences of not
meeting those expectations.

Then, if the group decides the best course of action is to remove the individual from the team,
they know exactly why. The cast member in question may not agree with the team, but they are
aware of why they are being released.

Let’s be honest: This is a comedy group of friends, not a large corporation with an HR
department. There is no pleasant way of giving your friend negative feedback, but those tough
conversations need to happen. Ultimately, the best way to avoid having those tough
conversations in the first place is to have open, honest, and timely discussions with your group.
Sometimes feelings will be hurt. But ultimately tough conversations will make the group
stronger.

If you need support or a mediator, please reach out to veteran performers, a Comedy Spot
leader, or management. They are always willing to help you.

Additionally, as a cast member, you have to be honest with yourself. Do you have the time
necessary to equally and effectively contribute to the success of your group? We all WANT to
perform with our friends, but do you have the bandwidth to support the group? Maybe it is time
to step away or seperate yourself from the group completely. It sucks to have to make that
decision, but it is ultimately better to leave on a positive note. You will be missed!

NOTES AND POST SHOW MEETINGS

Most successful teams at the Comedy Spot have some sort of post-show review afterwards to
discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each performance. Some groups prefer a group
review where each member shares their impressions of the show. Other groups prefer to have
an outside coach or director to give them notes. Other groups have a member of the team give
notes to the rest of the group.

Choose a method and the rules that work best for your group. The important thing is to make
sure there is honest reflection after each show so you can continue to improve and evolve.

Tip for giving notes
Performers are always trying to do the best they can. Be mindful that you are giving notes to
someone that is creating something personal. Put yourself in their shoes. Here are some other
points you should consider when giving notes:



● Ask the performers what they thought of the show before starting notes. “Does anyone
want to begin by talking about their personal performance?” This will start the notes as a
discussion. This will help you know the temperature of the room before giving notes.

● Be honest and encouraging, and avoid being combative.
● If you are receiving the note, remember, take it and move on. If you challenge every

note, people will be afraid to give them to you, and you will have less opportunities to
improve.

● Start off with corrective notes. Don’t bury the lead. But also try to balance those
corrective notes by reinforcing things the cast or an individual did well.

● Notes should focus on skills and not on the creative choices a performer makes
during a show. We don’t want to critique performers' voices and background. We want to
focus on skills to make them better performers.

● Avoid a straight recap of the show. Have a discussion about what worked or didn’t.
● Avoid abstract notes and philosophical comedy discussions.
● Give your note once and move on. Don’t overly explain or dwell on one piece of

feedback for too long.
● If a note is meant for one particular cast member, do not present the note as, “We should

all remember…” Just give the person the note. If you present the note as a team note it
will not reach the one person who really needs to hear it.

● If you need to correct an individual performer's behavior, or give them a negative note
that may make them defensive in a group environment, designate one or two people on
your team to speak to the cast member away from your group discussion.

● At the end of your discussion, let performers know they can speak to the leader of the
team one-on-one if they have questions, or need clarification on a note, or if they don’t
feel comfortable talking in front of the rest of the group.

COMMUNICATION

Regular Cast Member Check Ins
In most cases, when groups first form, all the members are completely committed to the
success of the show and make time in their schedule to meet the team's expectations. Over
time, cast members might have less time to devote to the team due to changes at work, home,
or new interests and commitments. It is sometimes difficult for cast members to communicate to
the rest of the team that they need a break or need to leave the team altogether.

Check in with cast members at regular intervals determined by your group. Review the
expectations of the team, ask cast members if they still have the bandwidth and interest in
participating, and make it okay for cast members to go on break or seperate from the team.

You can also use these regular check-ins to talk about the show goals, review team
expectations, revisit group boundaries, have discussions about ways to improve the show, and
revisit team roles and responsibilities.

Boundaries
Have a frank and honest conversation about your boundaries: What are you comfortable saying
and doing on stage? What would you never want to say or do on stage? Are you comfortable
being physical on stage? What are your physical limitations?



MEMBER ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Discuss what roles cast members will need to fill to ensure that your group runs smoothly, you
have a full audience, and you are always improving.

Producer
One group member should be designated as the producer. The producer is responsible for
communicating with management, overseeing the different roles of the team, and maintaining
the quality of the show. In the past, the most successful group leaders and shows found a way
to distribute the duties and responsibilities of the show amongst all cast members. Here are
some roles and responsibilities you might consider. This leader can change over time if that is in
the best interest of the group.

Coach or Director
Each team should decide on their own who will be in charge of setting a plan for coaching the
team during rehearsals. Sometimes this is someone in the group and other times you might
want to have an outside coach or director.  Find someone you trust and has the qualifications to
coach your team.

Scheduling
While the producer will communicate with management about finding a date for your
performance, it might be helpful to have another cast member be in charge of scheduling
rehearsals, outings, and meetings.

Social Media and Promotions
Have a cast member(s) be in charge of creating social media post for your shows, remind cast
members to post on social media to invite friends and family on to FB events, send emails, and
update public online calendars, and ask the Comedy Spot’s Social Media coordinator to make
posts on your behalf and share posts from your accounts.

Other Responsibilities
Assign cast members to other responsibilities that may be specific to your group like inviting
guest performers or special guests to be on your shows.

BUILD YOUR AUDIENCE

The first step in building an audience is to have a quality show that is always improving. If
your shows are successful, your audience will spread the word for you.

Here are some other ways to build your audience:
● Have updated group photos to share on social media. Employees or volunteers take

action shots of almost every show. Contact management to get access to pictures.
● Collect emails at the end of shows so you can email your fans directly.



● Take care of your fans and create memorable moments so they will share your story.
Thank them for being at the shows at the end of the night.

● Create a logo for your group; create a brand.
● Create social media accounts for your show, post regularly, and interact with your

followers. Entertain your fans on social media. Feature performers, show what happens
backstage, cross promote with other shows.. Note: You can always borrow camera and
filming equipment from the Comedy Spot.

● Announce your social media accounts from the stage.
● Nothing beats a face-to-face invite to one of your shows. Always remember to talk to and

invite your co-workers, family, members of other social circles, and the guy at the
counter of the store you frequen, to your shows.

● Hand out free tickets or flyers.
● Create a poster for the Comedy Spot front window and to post around town.
● Be sure that your ticketing page on the Comedy Spot calendar is up to date and features

the information you want your fans to know.

BE SAFE

We are always concerned about the safety of everyone at the Comedy Spot. Here are some
safety reminders:

● Use of food, liquids, glitter, and/or any other materials that could damage the stage,
create a safety risk, or create a mess must be approved in advance.

● Do not use anything, including water, fire, props, or costumes, that may bring harm to
yourself, another cast member, or audience member or that may damage the stage,
stage walls, or televisions.

● If you invite an audience member to participate on stage, take care of them. Help them
on and off stage, make sure the stage is clear of hazards, and make sure they have
plenty of light when they return to their seats. Never put audience members in a situation
where they could be injured.

● Real knives, guns, or swords are NEVER permitted on stage.
● While food and drinks may be brought into the Comedy Spot, there is absolutely no

outside alcohol allowed at any time.
● Stay safe while performing at all times. Avoid climbing on chairs, other cast members,

walls, and windows. Know your physical limitations.
● Performers may not be on stage if they are visibly drunk or under the influence of drugs.


